This file contains
lists construct sequences and notes. Supplementary Table 3 and 4 contain command lines and input files for running the design calculations. Supplementary Table 5 shows X-ray structure statistics. 1 Supplementary Figure 1 : Heatmap of amino acid frequencies in different cycles of sequence refinement. For each sequence refinement cycle, residue identities are restricted by the top solutions from the preceding cycle. The heatmap shows the frequencies for each amino acid at each position in a single 46 residue repeat unit. We show here heatmaps from three different rounds to illustrate the sequence convergence through the refinement cycles. At the 3rd cycle, the sequences were still diverse, but by the 8th and 10th cycles, most of the positions had amino acids assigned. 
Supplementary Results
Supplementary Figure 2: CD wavelength scan spectra of the selected variants Six variants from the panel of 22 designs showed CD traces consistent with having α/β structures, and the rest of the constructs had strong random coil signal below 208 nm and were not considered folded. A representative trace of a poorly folded protein (D9) is shown here, and all of the other poorly folded designs showed similar characteristics. Although K3 did not have a strong coil signal below 208 nm, its thermal melt (in Supplementary Fig. 4 ) showed no cooperative transition and was considered poorly folded.
Supplementary Figure 3: Design variants showing cooperative denaturation characters.
During the explorative stage, we tested different sequences carrying a combination of design features. Out of 22 tested, five sequences showed cooperative unfolding behaviors from their thermal melts measured by CD. All five variants shared Asp1, Trp35 and Trp42, and the one variant (sTIM-1) with an additional Arg21 was found to be significantly more stable than the ones without this design feature. Supplementary Figure 4 : The accumulative effects of mutations on folding stabilities. CD temperature melts showing the contributions of the various mutations on stability. Mutating residue 1 from a lysine to an aspartate switched the structure from a molten globule to a cooperatively folded structure. Adding Arg21 increased the stability by almost 20 °C. Using a different circular permutation scheme did not significantly affect the stability. Supplementary Figure 6 : Half-barrel construct was purified as a full-barrel. sTIM-12 was built as a half-sized barrel based on the sTIM-7 sequence, with an expected mass of 12 KDa from chemical compositions. The apparent size of sTIM-12 in solution, however, corresponds to a monodispersed 24 KDa species. Two half-sized barrels appear to self-assemble into a full barrel.
Supplementary Figure 7 : Circular permutation scheme for sTIM-11. sTIM-11 was circularly permuted in order to relocate the 6x Histidine tag used for purification from α/β loop2. Due to the perfect 4-fold symmetry in the closed circular structure, the original designs were modeled computationally as cyclic peptides, where the N terminus was jointed with the C-terminus through a virtual linkage. Constructs for experimental testing, however, have a 6x Histidine tag inserted in this region that inevitably disrupt packing of the last loop (α/β loop2 equivalent), and we tested with this circular permutation scheme to correct this issue. The inner circle shows the sequence of variant D12, and the circular permutation scheme for sTIM-11 relative to D12 is shown in the outer circle. Residue 39 on sTIM-11 is equivalent to residue 1 of non-circularly permuted designs. The new termini are located where a β/α loop was designed with minimal interaction with the rest of the core so it minimally affects packing. Neither the original non-circularly permuted variant (D12) nor the one with circular permutation (sTIM-7) yielded crystals. Only sTIM-11, which was modified from the original design with circular permutation and an additional cysteine pair, produced crystals.
start with no circular permutation start of sTIM-11 1 39 1 Supplementary Figure 8 : sTIM-11 X-ray structure colored by B-factor High B-factors were observed from the helices near the termini and the β/α loop1 regions in the sTIM-11 X-ray structure. Thin grey lines show connectivity for the missing backbone atoms.
Supplementary Figure 9 : de novo TIM-barrel designs do not require family specific fragments to build. a, histogram of 7-residue fragments that fit the sTIM-11 model below 1Å rmsd. To analyze whether sTIM-11 structure was strongly biased by fragments from TIM-barrels, we looked up all of the 7mer peptide fragments in a non-redundant PDB set (with a homology sequence cutoff of 30%) that have rmsd to the design model of sTIM-11 at 1Å rmsd or below. Black line shows fragment counts from all of the structures in the set, and red lines shows the counts from the subset of PDBs that are TIM-barrels (classified by SCOP). b, the ratios of non-redundant PDB fragment counts to TIM-barrel fragment counts. These results show that the designed de novo TIM-barrels did not carry structural features that require TIM-barrel specific fragments to achieve; any stretch of the designed TIM-barrel structure can be described by non-TIM-barrel fragments. 10 a b
Supplementary 
The designed sequences test different ways of enforcing the three sequence design rules described in the text. For example, the K and D series test the importance of aspartate at position 1 to set up the strand register shift.
*Designs in red showed cooperativity in denaturing experiments. (Supplementary Fig. 3) The designed sequences test different ways of enforcing the three sequence design rules described in the text. For example, the K and D series test the importance of aspartate at position 1 to set up the strand register shift.
*Designs in red showed cooperativity in denaturing experiments. (Supplementary Fig. 3 
